
Part 13 - True Constitution Why The Flag?   

 

Take a moment to ‘Feel’ into this Simple, yet Auspicious Flag; in this, Golden Mean Turquoise 

and White Piece of Cloth, you will Feel Something, never before Felt within the history of 

mankind’s manifestation of churches, hospitals, schools, towns, cities or civilizations, from a 

Flag, that will, when embraced consciously or unconsciously, with eyes seen or Unseen, will 

find something quite profound happen within their Soul Connection with their human 

presence.   

Each one of you is a ‘Spirit of Truth in Essence’, because Only Truth Lives Eternally, and the 

very fact that your Presence in the Universe has been Guaranteed Immortality, Signifies to 

Life, that is all Life including every man, woman and child, Elemental, Deva and Angelic Host, 

are a ‘Spirit of Truth’.  That with which ‘you’ have consciously clothed this ‘Essence’, may be 

less than Truth, but in a flash, in the Flame of Purification, the accretions of the ages can 

become ash, and the Divine Image in which you were Created from the Bosom of the Eternal 

Father’s Light and Mother’s Love can Stand Revealed.   

The Maha Chohan tells us in His Discourse:  ‘3 TC Why The Flag Flying the Flag for the 

Elementals Devas and Angelic Host Maha Chohan 20210307. 

“Beloved Spirits of Immortal Truth, today I wish to continue the Ratification of My explanation 

as to, ‘Why the ‘I AM’ One World Nation Flag’!  Not to confuse those who come without prior 

Knowledge or of not knowing of the History of the Earth or Its Creational Endeavours, this vital 

information is required, not details as this would fill the libraries of the world, but sufficient 

words to give ‘Rise’ to a Flame that already exists within every, man woman and child born 

upon this Earth.  Today there are around 7.8 billion human inhabitants upon the world.  And 

each one has, whether known or unknown, just such a Flame; Burning within them that is the 

Christed Flame that is made up of the Sacred Cosmic White Fire Light Substance that the 

Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host, Who have not only Manifested These Flames for each 

person, but Who maintain these Flames to remain Eternally Burning from the Moment of 

Conception to the Moment of death, as mankind presently deems death to be. 

“This Flame is called the Christed Three-fold Flame or the Comfort Flame.  It has many forms 

and comes in many colours and Levels of Radiance, yet regardless of what you call it or how 

one Sees or imagines it, It IS the ‘GOD FLAME’ Within You That Burns, as the faintest of flickers 

or as Mighty as a thousand Suns, depending upon one’s Level of Consciousness. 

“I Speak of Nature today, not only to make men and women aware of the ‘Love Principle’ that 

is Within Nature, but to also become aware to be in Deep Gratitude to the countless God 

Intelligences Engaged in the Service of Mercy, and to point out to the Souls of men and women 



the Activity WHICH MUST REPLACE the present consciousness that refuses to lift the load or 

share the burden of these Beloved Beings because, until this consciousness is replaced, MAN 

CANNOT COME UNDER THE BENEFICENT PROTECTION THAT THE NATURE KINGDOMS,  WILL 

AFFORD THEM IN THE EARTH CHANGES TO COME.  Humanity is at a Crossroads right now and 

so these attempts to Reform the Consciousness of Humanity is a vital challenge to find the 

Salvation of Humanity through the Comfort Flame that Shines within them. 

“If Nature Serves humanity by taking the excrement of your body, the carbon monoxide of 

your lungs and machines and the decadent flesh of your garment, and, with Love, Gentle 

Hearts and Hands, Gives you, in their place, the leafy green, the fragrant blossom and the soft, 

warm wool or gracious silk, and you cannot take the conscious or unconscious discord of your 

fellow man, consciously consume it and, more than that, give back a Gift of Tolerance, 

Forgiveness and Love, YOU HAVE NOT EARNED THE RIGHT to Live ABOVE Nature's Kingdoms, 

OR EVEN PARALLEL WITH IT. 

“I Am Speaking to you now because the Urgency of the need to Respond to the Calling for 

Peace upon the planet is here.  The time has arrived WHEN WE MUST HAVE IN INCARNATION 

of those who are at least EQUAL to the Nature Kingdoms.  We do not ask that they be 

SUPERIOR to it.  But you do have the Potential to Guide Their Direction and Use to return this 

Human Race and the Earth back to a Pristine State as was here upon the Earth in the First 

Round of the Polarian Cycle.  The Raising of this ‘I AM’ One World Nation Flag shall be the 

Sign that this time has arrived for humanity to Rise Up!  In The Name of God, above 

suppression.  To Rise Up!  In The Name of God, above separation.  To Rise Up!  In The Name 

of God, above old beliefs and program patterns of miscreation and misbehaviours.  To Rise 

Up!  In The Name of God, against planetary pollution and depletion of the Nature Kingdoms 

through arrogance.  To Rise Up!  In the Name of God, against the raping of the Mother’s lands 

and waterways, of Resources that are not in Service to God’s Divine Plan but man’s pocket to 

rape and plunder and destruct all over again!   

“Not by angry means, violence or protests that project unbalanced emotions.  But in ways of 

Peaceful means, Balance means, Gentle Hands of God’s Grace.  Can you imagine, sense or feel 

a Loving Walk in Celebrations of Knowing the Truth, toward your houses of parliament, your 

banks and other administrational and economic institutions carrying the New ‘I AM’ One 

World Nation Flag. Just to share your Joy, Share the Sacred Cosmic White Fire Light with all 

Dear Souls, nothing more!  A Flag that shall Speak for you!  A Symbol of God’s Grace and 

Eternal Power, that shall be Delivered by the Elementals, Devas and Angelic Host while 

upholding the Cosmic Laws?  These Dear God Intelligences Know not of man’s laws and are 

Bound by the Covenant They have to Their Work of cleaning up man’s errors and ways that 

oppose these Laws of Peace, Love, Wisdom, Abundance and Divine Justice.   

“Dear Friends, you will only have to Direct these Dear Ones, through your own Decrees through 

your own Divine Resonances and Light Quotients and then step back and ‘Let Go and Let God 

do the Work’!  This is not your Responsibility to deal with, but it is the Responses you give that 



will make the difference.  How do you Respond?  In Love and Grace.  Anything else will only 

antagonize and create reactions.  This is not about fighting or trying to siege control from 

those in control.  It is about Love, for Love IS Eternal, It is about Truth, For Truth is Eternal.  

Love and Truth are of God and it is God that shall Claim the Mighty Victory over all Imbalances 

within the world, not you as human beings!  It is for these reasons that the New Christ Councils 

shall be formed around the world where the New Governments will be Created to Administer 

to the Needs of the New ‘I AM’ One World Nation.  These Governments will not be made up of 

human beings holding onto human consciousness, but Christed Beings Adhering to the Cosmic 

and Universal Laws and in Accordance with God’s Will.”  End of Excerpt. 

The Maha Chohan also tells us in His other Discourse, ‘4 TC Why The Flag There Is A Power 

of Resurrection Maha Chohan 20210308. 

“Beloved Spirits of Immortal Truth, there are many Truths within the Universality of Higher 

Consciousness and Cosmic Law, that have been kept from the masses for far too long.  

Consciousness and Knowledge which has been withheld by those who have controlled the 

religions of the world.  Slowly, these untruths and suppression of information that would Free 

the People, Self-Empower the People and Enlighten the People is now going to come forward 

in greater attempts to remove the untruths and replace them with the Truth of their Original 

and Natural Life Qualities and Virtues.  The New ‘True Constitution’ is part of a Divine Plan 

that will Unite and Raise the Consciousness of the People so they may make new choices about 

their own lives and not continue to be suppressed by those who have kept such knowledge 

from them. 

“We See that the outer consciousness of humanity in general, Naturally Accepts the Power of 

the Individualized ‘I AM’ Presence to beat their heart, to Radiate the Intelligence by which the 

activities of the daily life are carried on.  The outer consciousness, however, must become 

confident and more Greatly Aware of the Light of the Presence in regard to the requirements 

that the third dimensional plane presents in the course of the experiences entered into by the 

individual and group. 

“Know then My Children, that ‘I AM’, with My Comfort Flame, Ever with you as you climb 

upward upon the Path to Discover the Source of Your Lifestream within the Grace, Beauty and 

Joy of Living within the Divine Flow of the Father’s Light and the Mother’s Love that is Flowing 

unimpeded through you every moment of every day!  Trillions of Neutrino Particles are flowing 

through every square centimetre of your four lower bodies and the world every second.  This 

is Your and My Connection to the Sacred Cosmic White Fire Light Substance that Unites Us all 

throughout not only this world but through multiple Planetary Systems, Galaxies, Universes 

and Cosmoses. 

“Each Sun within these Bodies of the Creator’s Love and Light, that are sent forth from the 

Central Sun, in like manner, steps down the Light and Power of the Central Sun and Radiates 

the Gifts and Powers of the Central Sun THROUGH the Inner Circle of Cosmic Beings, Who Form 

the aura of the Sun itself.  These God Intelligent Beings are the Messengers of the Most High 



to the Planets that Belong to that Sun, in Your Case here, the Solar Sun of Beloved Helios and 

Vesta, and in turn to All Life Evolving thereon.  You will see that the Activity of the Inner Circle 

adopted by the Cosmic Councils of Light are Patterned after the Design of the Universe Itself. 

“The Spiritual Vibrations for the Expansion of Light through the ‘Bridging of Consciousness 

between the Masters, the Elementals, Devas, Angelic Host and Humanity’ will Draw 

Specifically Prepared Lifestreams, Who Will Respond Joyously to the Magnetic Pull of God's 

Love and Light.  They Will Now Become Outposts, Flying the Flag of the ‘True Constitution’ 

and the ‘I AM’ One World Nation.  And of this particular Outpouring, which will in no way 

interfere with the ‘Light from many candles’ that are already burning on the altars of mass 

consciousness of the world.  As I have said repeatedly, the Light of even a tea light candle 

increases the Light of the Sun, and We Must therefore Rejoice in each such individual or group 

as they use their free will to choose so as to shine, each according to his or her Light, his or her 

understanding, and HIS OR HER CAPACITY at present.  But for those Who can Respond to My 

Vibration, or the Vibrations of the New Ashramic Groups of Synthesis, We in the Heavenly 

Realms shall Show to all, each one, Our Divine Blessings and Gratefulness for help in this 

Massive Endeavour to reunite a world who has lost their way, back to the Truth of a God 

Pristine World and Life!”  End of Excerpt.  

The Maha Chohan shares this in His Discourse, ‘5 TC Why The Flag Pyramidal Temples of Light 

Maha Chohan 20210309. 

“There are millions of ways that one can Serve Humanity and The Earth now, this is but One!  

So, if this does not Light that Fire within your bellies, does not stimulate, encourage, or offer 

you any aspiration to step forward with a new Sense of Adventure toward a New Life and New 

way of Living, do not be concerned, simply follow your heart or mind, whether Higher or lower 

consciousness, wherever they may lead you; for all are in Service to You!  However, Remember, 

all Plans are all Under the United Forcefield of The Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence and shall in God’s 

Holy Time, Lead to the same Place, Heaven of Earth.  So, whatever you choose, Know it will be 

Right for you!”  End of Excerpt.  

Beloved Pallas Athena shares in Her Discourse, ‘6 TC Why The Flag Truth is Revealed for A 

Reason Pallas Athena 20210310 

“Whatever branch of life's expression, governmental, educational, humanitarian, artistic, 

scientific, religious or ceremonial has had Devotees in the world of form, men and women who 

are Consecrated to developing the Highest Type of Service through these channels.  These 

Devotees, who earnestly desire to Know Truth, become the specific Chelas, Students, Disciples 

and Initiates of various Brother and Sisterhoods of the Ashrams within the Etheric Realms.  

God-Free Beings Direct the Rays and Flames of Inspiration to embodied Lifestreams.  The 

particular Guidance, Instruction, Ideas and Expressions of Truth in the many Virtuous Mind 

Powers Flow over these Rays into the Receptive Consciousness of the Pioneers within the world 



of form, who are endeavouring to assist in the progress of the race, working along the Seven 

Ray Channels of Life's Expression.   

“Even as the physical Sun is equally available to all mankind, but its potent Life-Giving Vitality 

is absorbed in varying amounts, according to the capacity of the individual to receive, so does 

the Gift of Truth (Focused Within the Temple Over Crete), Flow Forth Impersonally.  As do the 

Flames of all the Chohans, Goddesses, Elohim and Eloah, Archangel and Archaii, Flow out 

around the Globe to Embrace all of mankind to receive equally!  Men and women may have 

access to it, draw its illumination through the outer consciousness, or remain complacent in 

the erroneous concepts of previous generations.   

“We are now beyond the borders of the old, limited boundaries and face a new event horizon 

where all old beliefs, limitation, imbalances and restrictions shall soon become a thing of the 

past!  A new frontier of Spiritual Revelation has arrived, which will show mankind how to 

consciously remove the limitations and distresses that have plagued them through the ages, 

a way to Contact, speak freely to and even in due course meet Them Face to Face; the God-

Free Intelligences Who Govern This World and Planetary Systems.  Now there is also coming 

forth a method by which the human veil may be dissolved, which veil has closed out the glory 

of these Beings from mankind's daily association and whereby a Conscious Co-Operation 

between the God-Free and the Aspiring to Be God-Free, who may become Released from the 

shackles and bindings of old human miscreations.  Finally, there is to be the Establishment of 

The Brotherhood and Sisterhoods of The Masters, Angels and Those Human Consecrated Dear 

Souls Who Already are Walking Upon The Surface of the Earth and Who are Intent upon 

Fulfilling God's Will for the Planet Earth and its various Evolutions.   

“To all those interested, the Flame of Truth is available to you now, just as it has always been 

available to you.  Each man and woman is Invited and Recommended to Rise Up, In The Name 

of God, with his or her individual consciousness, with his or her own Holy Grail; to the Cosmic 

Flame of Truth and WAIT for the Illuminating Currents of that Flame to Return and disperse 

the shadows in their own consciousness.  That Flame WILL Respond.  It is a Divine Scientific 

Law that man and woman can magnetize Exactly what he or she wills, through contemplation 

in thought and Feeling.  Use then, your faculties of Concentrated Attention and Invoke Divine 

Truth.  Equally, All the Other Divine Mind Powers or any other of the Temple Flames of your 

Desired needs.  As the shadows of human concepts are dissolved from your consciousness, the 

problems which appear in your world as limitation, disease, disharmony and even death itself, 

will disappear from your screen of life.   

“It is not enough to ADMIRE the Divine Virtues and Qualities of God Life or the Christ 

Consciousness, One must Magnetize Them to themselves and then put those Qualities and 

Virtues in their lives through experience.  Every Individual MUST BECOME the Embodiment of 

Those Virtues, just as Jesus Showed you by His Life’s Example.   

“Dear Ones, The Divine Plan being Presented before you, is no human plan, It Is a Divine Plan 

Conceived within the Chambers of Shamballa, just over 80 years ago.”  End of Excerpt. 


